
Cathy’s Key Updates (compiler’s comments and Scripture selections are in
italics)
#131 — 3 April to 9 April 2024
(All Bible Scripture references are from the KJV unless otherwise indicated)
(Underlines are compiler’s emphasis)
(KURC = Key Updates Reader Contribution - and - DYOR = Do Your Own
Research)
(Note full disclaimer located at the end of this compilation.)

3 April

>😭 • "Gaza – Israel Shows its Real Face - Israel faces wave of international
criticism after it struck vehicles carrying humanitarian aid workers, killing
seven - Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu has tried to brush-off the incident,
saying, 'This happens in war.' [In other words, "Whatever!"?]":
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=284825
- and -
• "Israeli drone that killed three British nationals (and four other aid
workers) used engine made in the U.K." - Note, in a span of just twenty-four
hours, Israel killer-bombed the Iranian consulate in Damascus and killer-bombed
seven workers of the US NGO World Central Kitchen.:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-04-05-israeli-drone-killed-aid-workers-uk-engi
ne.html

>🔥 "Israel is rocked by second night of protests as huge crowds descend
on the streets of Jerusalem demanding Netanyahu's removal":
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13260607/Israel-protests-crowds-Jerusal
em-Netanyahu-removal-IDF-conscription.html

>🥶 Cold, cold Turkey!
• Remember back in November 2023, when "Turkey’s Erdogan called Israel a
‘terror state’, and criticised the West"? (See this article:
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/11/15/turkeys-erdogan-calls-israel-a-terror-
state-criticises-the-west) That was blah-di-blah-di-da theatricks! Now, get this!
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• About 2 days ago, Turkey's opposition won an historic victory against Erdogan
in local elections. Do you think Erdo was going to tolerate that?!
"Turkey’s opposition scores ‘historic victory’ against President Erdogan’s
party in local elections: What happened?":
https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/everyday-explainers/turkey-opposition
-victory-erdogan-elections-9247193/
• No! Of course not! So the very next day, BAM! Wanna bet that Ergo had a hand
in this?!
"Turkish Politician Falls From Balcony, Dies While Celebrating Election Win
- Includes .10 sec vid - the deputy head of the branch of the opposition
Republican People’s Party, Mehmet Palaz, died as a result of the collapse of
the balcony during the celebration of the election victory.":
https://saharareporters.com/2024/04/02/turkish-politician-falls-balcony-dies-while-
celebrating-election-win
• Of course he did! Because he's a cold, cold Turk who can't allow a burb to get in
the way of playing the game, both sides, to get the gains! They're all insane! East
and West, North and South! Out of their mouths they lie and lie, and don't care
who dies and dies; it's all a ruse to them, a racket, a sickening political packet full
of evil smoke and mirrors! Their Day of Reckoning draws nearer! Come on,
Jesus!
"Turkey Expected to Become US’ Largest Supplier of Artillery"
(Excerpts:) "Turkey is set to become the United States’ largest supplier of artillery
shells as NATO allies have exhausted their stocks and now struggle to ship
ammunition to Ukraine. Turkey’s indirect support for Ukraine is also
supplemented by direct support, such as producing drones and warships, yet
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan offers himself as a viable partner in
searching for peace...Although Erdogan claims to have contributed as much as
possible to ending the war through negotiations, his country has also contributed
to prolonging it. It is also recalled that during Zelensky’s visit to Turkey, he visited
the shipyard where the two corvettes are being built for the Ukrainian Navy. At
the same time, Turkey is providing drones to the Ukrainian military and is now
replenishing the US’ artillery stocks. This is even though Ukraine has no chance
of winning the war, meaning Turkey is not an honest broker for peace.":
https://www.globalresearch.ca/turkey-expected-become-us-largest-supplier-artille
ry/5853570
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>⚠ "Intel: Significant Activity at Iran Long-Range Missile Sites; Retaliation
Against Israel Coming":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/component/content/article/intel-signi
ficant-activity-at-iran-long-range-missile-sites-retaliation-against-israel-coming?ca
tid=17&Itemid=220

>😳 "Being anti-abortion could lead to terrorism, [UK] Govt. training warns
- The Government has included being 'anti-abortion' among single issue
ideologies that can lead to terrorism.":
https://righttolife.org.uk/news/being-anti-abortion-could-lead-to-terrorism-govt-trai
ning-warns

>🤦 "Now KIDS are going to get Ozempic! NHS-affiliated trial will give
dozens of fat children as young as SIX the powerful slimming jabs" - And
how they got that way isn't due to some sort of errorism?: Problem (crap,
ultra-processed food and drinks industrially designed to lure and appear yummy)
- Reaction (parents and children fall for the scam) - Solution (pump the victims
full of drugs). This is, again, a playing out of the Hegelian dialectic*! (*The
"problem, reaction, solution" strategy is often referred to as the "Hegelian
dialectic" because it is thought to be based on the philosophical framework
developed by Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel. Hegel's dialectical method involves
the resolution of contradictions through a process of thesis, antithesis, and
synthesis. In the context of the "problem, reaction, solution" strategy, this process
is said to involve the creation or exacerbation of a problem, the manipulation of
public reaction to the problem, and the implementation of a pre-determined
solution. While there may be debate about the extent to which this strategy
actually reflects Hegel's philosophical ideas, the connection is made due to the
perceived similarities in the underlying process.)
(Excerpts:) "Children as young as six will get powerful slimming jabs in a new
trial...Slimming jabs have been linked to cancer, gallstones and suicidal
thoughts...nausea, constipation and diarrhoea, fatigue, stomach pain, headaches
and dizziness. Weirder and much rarer side effects, like hair loss...Officials also
recommend they are taken for life, otherwise users may simply pile the pounds
back on. Critics have also said such a move, while tackling the problem of
childhood obesity, fails to address the drivers which are making British children
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fat in the first place...The latest childhood obesity data for England shows one in
10 children are too fat by the time they start primary school, rising to about one in
four among Year 6.":
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-13249291/Now-KIDS-going-Ozempic-N
HS-affiliated-trial-dozens-fat-children-young-SIX-powerful-slimming-jabs.html

>🤔 "BRITAIN’S EMPIRE TEST PILOTS’ SCHOOL - The Ministry of Defence
is refusing to disclose which repressive regimes it is aiding through a
secretive pilot training scheme that parliament barely even notices." - Does
this smell like terrorism?
(Excerpts:) "The Ministry of Defence (MoD) is refusing to disclose the
nationalities of pilots trained...The school has close relationships with weapons
manufacturers...Based at MoD Boscombe Down in Wiltshire, the ETPS is an
initiative that barely any MP has ever asked any questions about. There are
hardly any mentions of the ETPS in the official record...used to be part of the
MoD but is now operated by QinetiQ as part of a 25-year contract which came
into effect in April 2003. It has a total estimated cost of £5.6bn. QinetiQ is a
secretive military research and development company and a major government
contractor. The UK has no qualms about training militaries belonging to
repressive regimes or countries engaged in war. In addition to operating the
ETPS, QinetiQ provides the MoD with electronic warfare and is one of its main
cyber defence suppliers...War in Ukraine and Palestine, and tension with China,
have been great for business, with QinetiQ’s CEO saying late last year: 'We are
doing really, really well'. The fact that ETPS is run by QinetiQ, now a private
company, means that the British government can refuse to answer freedom of
information questions about the school’s costs.":
https://www.declassifieduk.org/britains-empire-test-pilots-school/

>😤 "NYC kindergarten students learning about penises, vulvas through
city’s HIV/AIDS curriculum - New York City public school students as young
as 4 are learning the ABCs of HIV in kindergarten, including through a book
that identifies vulvas and penises" - View the pages! The Innocents burnt on
the altar of paganism!:
https://nypost.com/2024/03/30/us-news/nyc-kindergarten-students-learning-about
-penises-vulvas-through-citys-hiv-aids-curriculum/
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"Lift up a standard on the mountain of the plain, exalt the voice to them, beckon
with the hand, open the gates, ye rulers. I give command, and I bring them:
giants are coming to fulfil My wrath, rejoicing at the same time and insulting. A
voice of many nations on the mountains, even like to that of many nations; a
voice of kings and nations gathered together: the Lord of hosts has given
command to a war-like nation, to come from a land afar off, from the utmost
foundation of heaven; the Lord and His warriors are coming to destroy all the
world. Howl ye, for the day of the Lord is near, and destruction from God shall
arrive. Therefore every hand shall become powerless, and every soul of man
shall be dismayed. The elders shall be troubled, and pangs shall seize them, as
of a woman in travail: and they shall mourn one to another, and shall be amazed,
and shall change their countenance as a flame. For behold! The day of the Lord
is coming which cannot be escaped, a day of wrath and anger, to make the world
desolate, and to destroy sinners out of it. For the stars of heaven, and Orion, and
all the host of heaven, shall not give their light; and it shall be dark at sunrise,
and the moon shall not give her light. And I will command evils for the whole
world, and will visit their sins on the ungodly: and I will destroy the pride of
transgressors, and will bring low the pride of the haughty." (Isa. 13:2-11
Septuagint)

>📣 A strong earthquake shakes Taiwan, damaging buildings and causing a
small tsunami. Taiwan’s earthquake monitoring agency gave the magnitude as
7.2 while the U.S. Geological Survey put it at 7.4. The quake is believed to be the
biggest in Taiwan since a temblor in 1999 caused extensive damage.
• "Taiwan earthquake videos show terrified commuters rocked on trains and
stopped on shaking bridge during 7.4 tremor, as water from rooftop pool
cascades over edge of skyscraper and rescuers rush to free victims" - At
the time of posting this, the injury toll has risen to over 800 people and 9 people
have died.:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13266225/Taiwan-earthquake-videos-bri
dge-shake-train-destruction-killed-rescue.html
- and -
• “Ceremony held to bid farewell to Uranus building, tilting symbol of
Taiwan earthquake” - Good riddance? The so-called power of Uranus is Psionic
Manipulation (as a god, Uranus possesses powerful psychic abilities) and
Advanced Telekinesis (Uranus uses this ability to fly himself through the air - as
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in “prince of the power of the air” [Eph.2:2]?). Some references document Uranus
as being considered Satan, the fallen angel from Heaven and patron murderer of
parents. DYOR for more on this.:
https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/east-asia/ceremony-bids-farewell-to-uranus-bui
lding-tilting-symbol-of-taiwan-quake

>👀 "INTIMIDATION TACTICS: FBI questions Oklahoma woman who made
anti-Israel posts on Facebook":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-04-02-fbi-questions-woman-israel-posts-face
book.html

> 3⃣ Short vids, KURC.:
•What's happening to Canadian doctors?:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/381664868067369
- and -
• God is our natural environment! - WOW!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/960546155598963
- and -
• Comedian cranks it up! - A welcome laugh amidst lunacy!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1020852325669457

4 April

🙏"Few find that courageous humility within themselves to acknowledge their
complicity in totalitarianism. And so they will swathe themselves in soothing
denial and lash out at anyone who tries to puncture it. But you will keep trying,
anyway. Because that’s what truth-tellers do. That’s what people who care about
saving lives do. That’s what people of integrity do, whether or not anyone ever
recognizes it. You know in your heart what is true, and you speak it. And no one
one can ever shut you up again. Even if they kill you. Your bravery will outlive
you. Your words will remain like candles, lighting the path for future
truth-droppers. And you will be at peace, in life and beyond." - Margaret Anna
Alice💖
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>💥 "CERN, the Vatican and the upcoming X-marks-the-spot Great
American eclipse"
(Excerpts:) "There is also speculation that April 8 – or perhaps 40 days after, if
this particular eclipse is the final 'sign of Jonah' for the wicked United States...the
National Guard is being deployed; commercial travel is being paused; NASA is
shooting rockets at the moon; and CERN is attempting to open the gates of hell
and allow everything therein to be released upon the earth. Adams speculates
that the plans the powers that be have for April 8 point towards something very
ugly and ominous for humanity, including by harvesting the energy of stars for the
purpose of opening up portals to the dark underworld. 'On April 8, everything
changes!' one of our readers and viewers speculated about what he thinks will
happen...Another noted that, for those who have been saved by Jesus Christ,
there is no need to fear what appears to be on the verge of happening, as
marked by this eclipse.":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-04-03-cern-vatican-great-american-eclipse-pr
ophecy.html?ref=truth11.com

>🔎 • "Hallelujah! Christians Pole Dance for Jesus in Texas - A new class,
Pole Fitness for Jesus, gets Christian women to spin without sin.":
https://abcnews.go.com/US/hallelujah-christians-pole-dance-jesus-texas/story?id
=13194891
- and -
• "PRIMING SOCIETY TO EMBRACE THE BEAST SYSTEM, RIGHT UNDER
THE NOSE OF A SLEEPING CHURCH…ARTICLE 38, OVERT PAGANISM IN
OUR MODERN CHURCHES":
https://www.skywatchtv.com/2024/04/02/powderkeg-38/

>🤔 This is a must-read, please! A very interesting analysis of The Wokerati! I
recently read that 25% of Gen Zers say they'll need therapy to deal with taxes.
The survey found that 1 in 4 Gen Z taxpayers said they’ll need a therapist to deal
with the stress of tax-filing season. "Hmmm. And how about some
honest-to-God, truly Bible-based theology to help deal with the spiritual battle?", I
thought. Then this article came across my path.
"Rude Awokening"
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(Excerpts:) "This cohort of young people has been intentionally created by the
enemies of our society in order to neutralise us and make us easy to overthrow.
Usually, when a culture is invaded, it is the young who fight back - both physically
and culturally. They have the stamina, energy, and drive to respond to the threat
and defend their society. But this drive has been intentionally drained out of them
by the poisonous indoctrinating regime of universities [And a myriad of demonic
influence covering the whole gambit of humanity!]. The Woke have been cruelly
created to be the way they are - to despise everything about their own culture
and to have no desire or capacity to defend it - by devious social architects who
infiltrated all the universities starting in the 1960s, to bring us to the point we are
now. [And it was during that very time, in the late '60's that God sent to the world
the Jesus Revolution! The call to come out, get out, drop out into full-time service
and an all-out living for Jesus in preparation for the coming, and now here, Great
Confusion!] To make sure hordes of young people - any culture's first line of
defense - are too weak, flabby, solipsistic, and inflexible to deal effectively with
any threat to, or change in, their circumstances. We know that the overlords
desire to drastically reduce the population, if not by outright killing people, then
by making them so ineffectual that they don't represent any threat. One very
effective way of doing this is to plunge people into a crisis they can't handle - see:
Covid. So many people who'd previously thought of themselves as
strong-minded, autonomous, and even rebellious, immediately fell into line when
they were scared and didn't know what to do. So-called 'liberals' were some of
the most conformist of all. [So many of my friends, whom I never imagined would
have, fell for it, hook, line and sinker!] That is why it has had to resort to utterly
absurd, Orwellian 'hate crime laws' - and that is why, ultimately, it is doomed:
because those who survive in the face of crises don't do so because they are the
strongest or most intelligent, but rather, because (as we learned so well through
Covid) they are the most adaptable to change." - You gotta know when to hang
on and when to let go! You gotta when to stay and when to go! You gotta know
what to hide and what to show! You gotta know when to suppress and when to
blow! You gotta keep God at the steering wheel! I never learned how to drive;
guess I knew God is real! He said, "Cathy, I've got you; it's been all prearranged!
Keep adaptable, flexible, and ready for change!" PTL! As that beautiful song
"Through It All", written in 1971 by Andraé Crouch, says, "Through it all, through
it all, I've learned to trust in Jesus, learned to trust in God!" "Jesus Christ the
same yesterday, and to day, and for ever. Be not carried about with divers and
strange doctrines." (Heb.13:8,9a):



https://miriaf.co.uk/rude-awokening/

>🤦 For the Devil, timing is everything, "because he knoweth that he hath but a
short time" (Rev.12:12b), because God's plans, purposes and timetable will not
be thwarted!
"Drag nun troupe hosts annual 'Hunky Jesus' costume contest featuring
kids' activities"
(Excerpts:) "The winner of this year's 'Hunky Jesus' pageant is 'Jesus Ken', a
man clad in his underwear who was being crucified inside a Barbie-themed box
that made a crude innuendo to a sex act and genital size. On the back, the box
was also decked out with a vulgar poem mocking God the Father and referencing
'plastic piety'...California state Sen. Scott Wiener, a Democrat representing San
Francisco, spoke at the event and posted favorably about it on social media...The
45th annual 'Hunky Jesus' event occurred on the same day that President Joe
Biden proclaimed as 'Trans Day of Visibility'.":
https://www.christianpost.com/news/drag-nun-troupe-hosts-annual-hunky-jesus-c
ostume-contest.html

>😳 "The Eight Genders in the Talmud - Judaism has recognized nonbinary
persons for millennia - In recent decades, queer Jews and allies have sought to
reinterpret these eight genders of the Talmud as a way of reclaiming a positive
space for non-binary Jews in the tradition. The starting point is that while it is true
that the Talmud understands gender to largely operate on a binary axis, the
rabbis clearly understood that [demon possession/oppression is responsible for]
not everyone fits these [two, male and female, God-created] categories.":
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/the-eight-genders-in-the-talmud/

>💉 The Pharmakill'emcide War against life is relentless! This global bullet of
theirs is horrendous! And parents zombingly take their kids to the Temples of
MediSIN to be injected with this poison! The Latin root word "medi" means
“middle", and the injectors and dispensers of pharmakia are the
middlemen/women for the Drug Designers! DYOR for more info.
"Childhood Vaccines: HPV Vaccine (Gardasil) Injuries and Deaths of Young
Boys":
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https://www.globalresearch.ca/childhood-vaccines-hpv-vaccine-gardasil-injuries-d
eaths-young-boys/5853641

>😤 Vaxxed to the max through bribes and tax, to put pieces of this in every Big
Mac! While pews upon pews it's "Let us pray", the pharma gang says, "Lettuce
prey upon those we've drugged to totally obey through their 5 dulled senses
every second of the day!" As a dear colleague of mine used to sing, "Let's get
back to the garden!" Prophetic in more ways than one! When I look out my back
door, I know why x-amount of years ago Jesus told me to, "Get going, sowing,
growing and re-knowing what time it is!"
• "Tennessee passes 'vaccine lettuce' bill declaring any food containing a
vaccine to be a DRUG":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-04-03-tennessee-vaccine-lettuce-legislation-f
ood-vaccines-drugs.html
- and -
• "SHOCK: Technology Already Developed to put ‘Vaccines’ in Lettuce,
Tomatos, and Tobacco Products!":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en-us/news-page/news-nation/shock-te
chnology-already-developed-to-put-vaccines-in-lettuce-tomatos-and-tobacco-pro
ducts

>📣 "Video: Justin Trudeau Trembles With Fear As Furious Crowd Chant
‘F**k You, Trudeau!’" - Includes .48 sec vid
This same link includes "German Government - There Was No Pandemic" -
14.09 min vid:
https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/video-justin-trudeau-trembles-with-fear-as-furious-crow
d-chant-fk-you-trudeau/

>🚨 "Thanks, Mammon! I know you would bless me if I did your bidding!" said
Hellbentme. The coupling below shows the oxymoronic depths of this druggie's
depravity!
• "Zelenskyy Acquires Highgrove House, Former Residence of King Charles
for £20Million" - Includes 4.14 min vid.:
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https://www.theinteldrop.org/2024/04/02/zelenskyy-acquires-highgrove-house-for
mer-residence-of-king-charles-for-20million/
- and -
• "Zelensky ignored interview requests – Tucker Carlson - The journalist
wanted the Ukrainian leader to explain why the US should continue to fund
his war efforts":
https://www.rt.com/russia/595370-zelensky-ignored-tucker-interview/

> 3⃣ Short vids, KURC.:
• Another stellar debunking of evolution! Pipin' hot truth!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/799214268738639
- and -
• Off-script shenanigans! Duh! NASA forgets their own "moon landing"! - "A
false witness shall not be unpunished, and he that speaketh lies shall perish."
(Pro.19:9):
https://fb.watch/rcSMnbVXAK/
- and -
• Bubbles in space?! No, we’re not spaced out! We’re on to you!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/695900195856306

>⚾🧢 The Devil's diamond!?
• "MLB's brave new ticketing experiment" - "Line 'em up! This is gonna be a
walk in the park!" I can hear the manipulators cackling!:
https://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/39827008/mlb-facial-recognition-admission-
privacy-technology
- and -
• "The Masonic Ritual of Baseball" - The invention of baseball is usually
credited to Abner Doubleday; hence, it riddled with doublespeak! It's time to
double down on 360 degree investigation of the whole kit and caboodle!:
https://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/Baseball/baseball.htm
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>🚨 "WHO Pandemic Preparedness Treaty: A Global Pretext To Impose
Medical Martial Law - MEDICAL MARTIAL LAW: Is this how they plan to
eventually lock down planet Earth?"
(Excerpts:) "Why are the globalist perps dead set on prematurely remaking the
entire planetary civilization into a permanent planetary prison...Because they’ve
been outed—BIG TIME!...with the Internet running at full tilt, anyone can easily
learn about their multi-millennial crime spree that they’ve covered up and
continue to perpetrate with apparent impunity to this very day.":
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=221284

>💥 "Biden And Bibi: Demon-Possessed Mass Murderers"
(Excerpts:) "When most people think of someone being demon possessed, they
think of a madman who runs around naked in graveyards...However, I say with
utmost confidence that most demon-possessed men today...'dignified' wealthy
men sitting in fashionable, ornate offices wearing expensive suits and sitting in
seats of great power. Never forget that the two main character traits of Satan are
LYING and MURDER (John 8:44). And Jesus ascribed those character traits not
to the maniac of Gadara referred to in Luke 8 but to the pious and powerful
Pharisees who were teachers of the Law and rulers (under Caesar and Herod)
over Jerusalem and Judea. There is no place where deception and murder are
more ubiquitous than in positions of power. The greater the power, the greater
the deception and murder. The most prolific murderers of human history have
ALWAYS been governmental leaders.":
https://chuckbaldwinlive.com/Articles/tabid/109/ID/4515/Biden-And-Bibi-Demon-P
ossessed-Mass-Murderers.aspx

>🤨 "Scottish Minister Doubles Down on Anti-Free Speech Law"
(Excerpt:) "The Scottish law is a disgrace to the nation, which once distinguished
itself in the Scottish Enlightenment as a haven for free thought. The rewrite of
Braveheart is going to be a real disappointment when Wallace asks what Scots
will do without their freedom and Yousef steps forward to accuse him of
'disinformation' and delivers him over to the English!":
https://jonathanturley.org/2024/04/03/scottish-minister-double-downs-on-anti-free
-speech-law/#more-217550
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>⚠"Ukraine’s Starting to Get Dangerous"
(Excerpts:) "A lot of people seem to have forgotten about the war in Ukraine.
That’s a mistake. Russia is slowly but steadily defeating Ukraine...That’s leading
to desperation in elite Western circles determined to stop Russia one way or the
other. In their minds, they simply can’t let Putin win. They think that if Putin wins
in Ukraine, he’ll next move on to the Baltic states, Poland and elsewhere.":
https://dailyreckoning.com/ukraines-starting-to-get-dangerous/

>🤔 The social media app Snapchat now has a paid feature that allows users to
see how close they are with their friends and how they rank against others.
Included in this psyop is the friend solar system feature that shows how close two
people are to each other by how close they are ranked in the solar system. For
example, a Mercury friend would be your best friend, as it's the closest plane to
the sun, while a Neptune friend would fall at the bottom of the order. The delites
just gotta keep up their heliocentric scam in as many ways as possible! The Wall
Street Journal recently ran an article claiming the feature adds to teen anxiety
and can lead to hurt feelings, drama, and even heartbreak. I'm strongly getting
that this is a form of Necromancy (occult practice of communicating with the
dead); maybe I'll call this communication psyop Snapcromancy!
"'Snapchat's friend-ranking feature draws criticism from tech, mental health
experts" - Includes 2.17 min vid:
https://www.ctvnews.ca/sci-tech/snapchat-s-friend-ranking-feature-draws-criticis
m-from-tech-mental-health-experts-1.6831171

>😳 "FDA to axe ban that prevented gay and bisexual men from donating
their sperm - Current rule blocks men who have had sex with other men from
sperm donations - But the FDA is now seeking to replace this rule with screening
questions" - And replace that rule with a lie-detector test? Touch and trust not the
unclean thing of any thing!:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-13273343/fda-lifts-ban-gay-bisexual-me
n-donating-sperm.html
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>🩹🚫🧻 • "Forever Chemicals Detected in Popular Bandage Brands —
Which Brands Are PFAS-Free? - A shocking 65 percent of the bandages
tested had evidence of 'forever chemicals' according to the report":
https://www.greenmatters.com/health-and-wellness/pfas-band-aids
- and -
• "Study Detects Forever Chemicals in Toilet Paper — Here Are a Few
PFAS-Free TP Brands":
https://www.greenmatters.com/health-and-wellness/pfas-free-toilet-paper

>👏 AI-fail alert! Yay!
"Amazon hires 1,000 Indian workers to support flagging AI push – The
retailer is reportedly planning to ditch its self-service checkout systems
that were designed to work without humans":
https://www.rt.com/business/595330-amazon-self-checkout-remove-ai/
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>🤫 "OpenAI quietly drops ban on working with the military, signs up to
work with the Pentagon":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-04-04-openai-drops-ban-working-with-military
-pentagon.html

>🚨 NATO = Need Armaments To Obliterate! Several NATO nations are now
mulling the reintroduction of compulsory military service in various forms.
Currently, 10 NATO nations call up conscripts each year for extended periods of
training and service: 1.) The Netherlands (obligation to report for duty was
scrapped in 1997), and 2.) Turkey, 3.) Greece, 4.) Estonia, 5.) Lithuania, 6.)
Latvia, 7.) Denmark, 8.) Sweden, 9.) Norway, and 10.) Finland all have
mandatory military service.
"Germany mulls compulsory military service: Is conscription returning to
Europe? - On the 75th anniversary of NATO , Germany’s defence minister Boris
Pistorius hinted at compulsory military service for the nation, citing the ongoing
Russia-Ukraine war. This is a growing trend in Europe; many countries such as
Norway, Denmark and others have either implemented conscription or are
considering it":
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https://www.firstpost.com/explainers/germany-compulsory-military-service-conscri
ption-europe-denmark-sweden-ukraine-norway-13756555.html

>👀 "The Nasty Little Sparta"
(Excerpt:) "Israel is also hungry for large offshore oil deposits near the Gaza
prison. It wants the Palestinians out and access to the oil and gas. America has
become the champion of Israeli expansionism. The Israeli tail continues to wag
the bumbling American dog. Instead of engineering a cease-fire, Washington has
blocked all efforts at the UN to stop the mass murder in Gaza. The rest of the
world will remember this.":
https://www.unz.com/emargolis/the-nasty-little-sparta/

>🔎 Another AI fail!?
"Apple lays off over 600 employees in California after abandoning electric
car project":
https://techcrunch.com/2024/04/05/apple-lays-off-over-600-employees-in-californi
a-after-abandoning-electric-car-plans/

>🤔 Coincidences?
• "EARTHQUAKE: NEW JERSEY! M4.8":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/earthquake
-new-jersey-m4-8
- and -
• "Statue of Liberty Gets Struck By Lightning During Wild New York Storm":
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/04/statue-liberty-gets-struck-lightning-d
uring-wild-new/
- and -
• "It Is Statistically Impossible For So Many Animal Proteins, Chicken, Beef
And Pork, To Be 'Naturally' Under Attack At One Time - More Likely To Be A
Bioweapon Against Humanity":
http://allnewspipeline.com/meat_attacks_statistically_impossible.php
- and -
• "Have You Heard About The 2 Gigantic Crosses That Stand At The
Intersections Of The Eclipses?":
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/have-you-heard-about-the-2-gigantic-crosses
-that-stand-at-the-intersections-of-the-eclipses/

>😭😤 "‘From the depths of hell’: Inside the profound evil of transgender
ideology - Christian journalist Brandon Showalter joins me on today's
episode of The John-Henry Westen Show to discuss the horrific physical
consequences of 'sex changes,' the stories of detransitioners, the spiritual
dimension of this crisis, and more" - Includes 4.40 min audio of the article and,
imo, a must-view 47.10 min vid - It is not for the faint-hearted in terms of what is
on screen but in terms of what is said. Exposé of this horrendous
generation-indoctrination and family-fracturing scourge! The breadth of it is totally
ruinous and brutally insane! Wildly warped, cash-cow wickedness! Surely, one
doesn't have to be religious to see how monstrous this is!? It creates follow-up
medical junkies for life! There's no bottom to its cruelty! This is abominable! It's
not body repair; it's transphob-psyop despair! "One is too many! But it's
happening every day! This is intentionally damaging the body in pursuit of a
psychological impossibility — surgery in pursuit of a lie!", says Showalter who
pleads for all to seriously buckle up in Spirit and pray desperately against this
pernicious plague! "It's the desecration of male and female, the temple of the
Holy Spirit and the family! The relational rupture that happens is just off the
charts!":
https://www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/from-the-depths-of-hell-inside-the-profound-e
vil-of-transgender-ideology/

>💥 "A.A. Allen's Vision Of The Fall & Destruction Of America - 4 July
1954":
https://www.ambassadorwarrior4christ.com/single-post/2018/05/05/aa-allens-visi
on-of-the-fall-destruction-of-america

>🤨 "Millions face hunger and loss of livelihood amid severe drought in
Southern Africa - Zimbabwe, Zambia, and Malawi have already proclaimed a
state of national disaster as a severe drought has damaged swathes of
crop area" -Wanna bet the seeding of geoengineering is one of the tools up the
suppressors' slimy sleeves?
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(Excerpt:) "...the result being the driest conditions in the region in over four
decades and widespread crop failure...Sadly, they are not getting support to
solve problems they didn’t cause, none is coming their way because rich nations
are offering nothing but lip service.":
https://peoplesdispatch.org/2024/04/04/millions-face-hunger-and-loss-of-livelihoo
d-amid-severe-drought-in-southern-africa/

> 6⃣ Short vids, KURC.
• Perhaps the real reason Barbara O'Neil had stop teaching in and therefore
leave Australia?:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/3679271709006293
- and -
• Drink up, drink often every day!:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/CarMrHAnQJI/
- and -
• Skin, skin! They wanted in! So they said, "Boo!" and the masses let 'em
in!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1389696598603283
- and -
• Eph 6:12!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1222027395424953
- and -
• Vitamin C is an A-lister!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1576648459750263
- and -
• Young boy calls radio station and shares unforgettable wisdom!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/644832111120620
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>💥 "‘Lavender’: The AI machine directing Israel’s bombing spree in Gaza -
The Israeli army has marked tens of thousands of Gazans as suspects for
assassination, using an AI targeting system with little human oversight and
a permissive policy for casualties, +972 and Local Call reveal" - NWO = New
War Ogre! A raw, disturbing look at the NWO's reality! Christian Zionists, meet
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your AI god! The word “lavender” comes from the Latin "lavare" (“to wash”) and
purple is the colour of royalty (in this cabalistic case, false, wicked, anti-Christ
"royalty"! - “And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and decked
with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full of
abominations and filthiness of her fornication" - Rev.17:4); hence, the genociders'
high and mighty, poisonousness, pompous justification to wash away, rid
whatever, whenever, however!
(Excerpts:) "In 2021, a book titled 'The Human-Machine Team: How to Create
Synergy Between Human and Artificial Intelligence That Will Revolutionize Our
World' was released in English under the pen name 'Brigadier General Y.S.'. In it,
the author — a man who we confirmed to be the current commander of the elite
Israeli intelligence unit 8200 — makes the case for designing a special machine
that could rapidly process massive amounts of data to generate thousands of
potential 'targets' for military strikes in the heat of a war. Such technology, he
writes, would resolve what he described as a 'human bottleneck for both locating
the new targets and decision-making to approve the targets'. Such a machine, it
turns out, actually exists. A new investigation by +972 Magazine and Local Call
reveals that the Israeli army has developed an artificial intelligence-based
program known as 'Lavender,' unveiled here for the first time. According to six
Israeli intelligence officers, who have all served in the army during the current
war on the Gaza Strip and had first-hand involvement with the use of AI to
generate targets for assassination, Lavender has played a central role in the
unprecedented bombing of Palestinians, especially during the early stages of the
war. In fact, according to the sources, its influence on the military’s operations
was such that they essentially treated the outputs of the AI machine 'as if it were
a human decision'...The result, as the sources testified, is that thousands of
Palestinians — most of them women and children or people who were not
involved in the fighting — were wiped out by Israeli airstrikes, especially during
the first weeks of the war, because of the AI program’s decisions...'There was no
"zero-error" policy. Mistakes were treated statistically', said a source who used
Lavender. 'Because of the scope and magnitude, the protocol was that even if
you don’t know for sure that the machine is right, you know that statistically it’s
fine. So you go for it.'...The predetermined and fixed collateral damage degree
helped accelerate the mass creation of targets using the Lavender machine,
sources said, because it saved time...'There were regulations, but they were just
very lenient', said E., another intelligence source. 'We’ve killed people with
collateral damage in the high double-digits, if not low triple-digits. These are



things that haven’t happened before.'...B., the senior intelligence source, said
that in retrospect, he believes this “'disproportionate' policy of killing Palestinians
in Gaza also endangers Israelis, and that this was one of the reasons he decided
to be interviewed.":
https://www.972mag.com/lavender-ai-israeli-army-gaza/
Also see:
https://www.timesofisrael.com/liveblog_entry/idf-denies-report-that-its-using-ai-to-
build-list-of-37000-targets-based-on-hamas-ties/
- and -
https://www.timesofisrael.com/un-chief-deeply-troubled-by-reports-israel-using-ai-
to-identify-gaza-targets/

>🔥 More on Luciferian lavender!
• "A.I. DECIDING WHO TO KILL FOR ISRAEL" - 4.33 min vid:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/yd4UGnicMxYn/
- and -
• Those spoken of and exposed in John 8:44 surely don't want the deluded
masses to realise that they are star-struck slaves who do the star's bidding! Good
review for those who know; new-found freedom for those who don't!
"SO WHERE DOES THE SYMBOL 'THE [6 pointed/sided] STAR OF DAVID'
ON THE ISRAELI FLAG COME FROM?" - 2.56 min vid
(Excerpts from text below vid:) "David never had a star. 'Yea, ye took up the
tabernacle of Moloch, and the star of your god Remphan, figures which ye made
to worship them: and I will carry you away beyond Babylon. But ye have borne
the tabernacle of your Moloch and Chiun [aka Kiyyun] your images, the star of
your god, which ye made to yourselves. [/ Yea, ye took up the tabernacle of
Moloch, and the star of your god Raephan, the images of them which ye made
for yourselves.]' (Acts 7:43; Amos 5:26[/Septuagint])" - There is general
agreement among bible scholars that Remphan/Raephan, Chiun and Kiyyun
refer to the god Saturn (DYOR). The 6-pointed hex (hexagram) is commonly
used both as a talisman and for conjuring spirits and spiritual forces in diverse
forms of occult magic.:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/YNv6LoSGlOHt/

>💣 "The Mechanism: how the 'order' based on made-up rules is
descending into savagery"
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(Excerpts:) "The de facto North Atlantic Terror Organization celebrates its 75th
birthday, taking Lord Ismay’s motto to ever soaring heights ('Keep the Americans
in, the Russians out, and the Germans down.')...A key vector of the whole
mechanism is the direct, vicious interconnection between a techno-military
euphoria and the hyper-inflationary financial sector, now in thrall with AI. Enter,
for instance, AI models such as ‘Lavender’, tested on the ground in the Gaza
killing field lab. Literally: artificial intelligence programming the extermination of
humans. And it’s happening, in real time. Call it Project AI Genocide. Another
vector, already experimented, is inbuilt in the indirect assertion by toxic EC
Medusa Ursula von der Lugen: essentially, the need to produce weapons as
Covid vaccines...The Mechanism is inevitably leading casino capitalism to resort
to barbarism. Undiluted savagery.":
https://strategic-culture.su/news/2024/04/05/mechanism-how-order-based-on-ma
de-up-rules-descending-into-savagery/

>🔎 • "NATO looks strong, but the real picture is very different - Fears of
American withdrawal, over reliance on the Russian bogeyman, and Washington’s
tilt to Asia make for shaky foundations":
https://www.rt.com/news/595485-nato-future-uncertain-lukyanov/
- and -
• "Türkiye suspends key European arms control treaty - The 1990 CFE
agreement became meaningless after Russia’s withdrawal, Ankara has
said"
(Excerpts:) "Its principal goal was to cap the number of tanks, armored combat
vehicles, artillery, and aircraft either side could deploy between the Atlantic coast
and the Ural Mountains." - Read to find out about more shattered systems,
paving the way for...?! Includes 6.38 min vid.:
https://www.rt.com/news/595503-turkiye-suspends-arms-treaty/

>🤔 "Ukrainian officials’ wealth surged during conflict – Mandatory
financial disclosures by public servants show a rise in new cars, homes,
and cash holdings, according to investigative research":
https://swentr.site/russia/595466-ukrainian-officials-wealth-increases/
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>🙄 And it ain't Halloween! Just another day at the office!
"Transgender Seattle public defender Stephanie Mueller is here to fight
your case":
https://youtu.be/Y_fhG7zLXQQ?feature=shared

>🤨 Following on from the dragenerates about whom I reported on 3 April, what
do you reckon they got their blueprint for this fallen fella?
"The Original Hellfire Club: Where British Elites Practiced Pagan Rites and
Bacchanalian Orgies - Long before the Hellfire Club became associated with
the [TV series] 'Stranger Things', it was an 18th-century gathering of hedonistic
British aristocracy":
https://www.fodors.com/world/europe/england/experiences/news/whats-the-hellfir
e-club-the-secret-society-of-british-elites-who-performed-pagan-rites

>🚨 "American Rancher Blows Whistle on mRNA Vaccine Tests in
Livestock" - Includes 1.20 min vid.
(Excerpts:) "A U.S. rancher sounded the alarm about regulators beginning to
mandate an experimental mRNA vaccine for livestock that will be processed as
meat. 'They took 525 hogs, injected them with a live mRNA vaccine and in 21
days, these were the statistics: 25 of them suffered from death, 55 of them
became so anorexic that they were near death, 20 of them suffered from
lameness,12 of them suffered from loss of condition, and 25 more of them had
near death symptoms.'":
https://www.truth11.com/american-rancher-blows-whistle-on-mrna-vaccine-tests-i
n-livestock/

>✝ "Recognize The Times - Mankind's Exponential Increase In Knowledge -
By looking through the filter of the Bible at all the wondrous yet fearful events
playing out before us, we should clearly understand the times in which we
are living":
https://www.prophecynewswatch.com/article.cfm?recent_news_id=6777
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>✝ "Being awake is hard - When you can see the Truth so clearly and
others can’t, it is sometimes a lonely place to be" - Includes 5.55 min vid -
AMEN! I hear ya, sister! Let's embrace her, y'all! And all the others awakening!!!
PTL! Bring them in, dear Jesus!:
https://twitter.com/nomandatesco/status/1776076387054501896

>📣 "Asleep, Living in Deception, and Blinded by our Religious Systems" -
Come on, Jesus! Separate the wheat from the tares! The Bible believers from the
bigoted blind! The Lord lovers from the luciferian liars! The Holy-Spirit spurred
from those who operate as "all things continue as they were" (see 2Pet.3:2-4)!
The Scripture-seekers from the Sunday-sleepers! The righteous from the
religious! Come on, Jesus!!:
https://newswithviews.com/asleep-living-in-deception-and-blinded-by-our-religiou
s-systems/

>🤔 • "Iran tells US to step aside as it readies response to Israel - In a
written message to Washington, Iran 'warned the US not to get dragged
into Netanyahu’s trap', Mohammad Jamshidi, the Iranian president’s deputy
chief of staff for political affairs, wrote on X, referring to Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu. The US should 'step aside so that you don’t get hit'.":
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/iran-tells-us-to-step-aside-a
s-it-readies-response-to-israel/articleshow/109081708.cms?utm_source=content
ofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
- and -
• "U.S. 'Will Not Interfere' if Iran Attacks Israel!":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/component/content/article/u-s-will-n
ot-interfere-if-iran-attacks-israel?catid=17&Itemid=220

>👀Will desperation go into overdrive?
• "Do not take your eyes off Ukraine: It’s still the most likely to trigger
WWIII"
(Excerpt:) "This isn’t the Soviet Union with its massive tank armies poised to roll
over Western Europe. And Soviet communism is long dead, so there’s no
ideological basis for Russia to invade Europe. These days Russia is a
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conservative, Orthodox Christian nation." - And the vast majority of Europe and
the USA? p.a.g.a.n. = porn/u/name/it, anti-Christ, godless, atheist, nones!:
https://leohohmann.com/2024/04/04/do-not-take-your-eyes-off-ukraine-its-still-the
-most-likely-to-trigger-wwiii/#more-18175
- and -
• "American NATO soldiers are in Moldova" - Includes .22 sec vid:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/04/nato-invades-moldova/
- and -
• "Moldova’s breakaway Transnistria region claims that a drone attacked a
military unit":
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=285048

>🆘 "'This is a cry for help': Cyprus begs EU to intervene as country 'in
serious crisis' - Cyprus is at a 'breaking point' after a record number of
Syrian migrants from Lebanon arrived on the European island":
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1885759/Brussels-European-Union-migra
nt-crisis-Cyprus

>🚨• "Ecuador Troops RAID Mexican Embassy; Arrest Jorge Glas; Mexico
May Declare War" - Diplomatic immunity and treaties are breaking down
globally.:
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/component/content/article/ecuador-t
roops-raid-mexican-embassy-arrest-jorge-glas-mexico-may-declare-war?catid=1
7&Itemid=220
- and -
• "Latin American governments rally around Mexico after embassy raid in
Ecuador":
https://nypost.com/2024/04/07/world-news/latin-american-governments-rally-arou
nd-mexico-after-embassy-raid-in-ecuador/

>💉 "Japanese researchers say side effects of COVID vaccines linked to
201 types of diseases [and] thousands of side effects 'affecting every
possible aspect of human pathology' [and] so many brain-related adverse
events, its researchers probably hadn't found all of them yet. 'Mental disorders,
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psychiatric symptoms, depression, mania, anxiety, came up in abundance, but
it's endless.'" - Includes 10 min vid:
https://www.westernstandard.news/news/japanese-researchers-say-side-effects-
of-covid-vaccines-linked-to-201-types-of-diseases/51661

>☣ "But the end of all things is at hand: be ye therefore sober, and watch unto
prayer. If any man defile the temple of God, him shall God destroy; for the temple
of God is holy, which temple ye are." (1Pet.4:7; 1Cor.3:27)
• "Armed police stand guard outside Sierra Leone's cemeteries to stop drug
addicts stealing human bones that they grind up and use in new
psychoactive 'zombie' drug sweeping the country - Armed police guard
Sierra Leone graves as addicts steal bones to make 'kush' - Sierra Leone
President Bio said country facing an existential threat from drug":
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13278719/kush-zombie-drug-Sierra-Leo
ne-police-cemeteries-human-bones.html
- and -
• "The world’s scariest drug: Devil’s Breath"
(Excerpts:) "Scopolamine is derived from the seeds of the Borrachero tree,
primarily found in South America. In small doses, it has some legitimate medical
applications, such as treating nausea and motion sickness...Scopolamine may
also be used by some people as a recreational drug...The recreational use of
Devil’s Breath is fraught with peril for several reasons...the correct dosage is
notoriously hard to pin down...the drug’s amnesiac properties, meaning that
recreational users may not recall their actions while under the influence…
continuous use can result in dependence.":
https://www.ukat.co.uk/blog/substance-abuse/the-worlds-scariest-drug-devils-bre
ath/

>⚔ "A great wealth transfer is underway: How the West lost control of the
gold market - Pricing power in a market long dominated by Western institutional
money is moving East and the implications are profound"
(Excerpts:) "There are instances in history when events overtake those living
through them and when change is so profound that most observers lack the
mental categories to perceive it...The hurricane that is bearing down upon the
Western world is the debasement of the dollar owing to the weaponization of the
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financial system and the spiraling US debt crisis. These are epochal
developments that have combined to break the familiar financial world beyond
repair. The flow of gold from West to East is both a real transfer of wealth, but it is
also symbolic of just how profoundly the West has been underestimating the
significance of what is happening.":
https://www.rt.com/business/595122-west-losing-gold-east/

>💖 "World's oldest man dies at 114, attributed long life to loving God -
'Love God and always carry Him in your heart'":
https://www.christianpost.com/news/worlds-oldest-man-dies-at-114-attributed-lon
gevity-to-god.html
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"The Future depends on what we do in the present." — Mahatma Gandhi

>🔎 Money talks!
• "2024 KING CHARLES III 'LUNAR YEAR OF THE DRAGON'":
https://www.allgoldcoins.co.uk/products/2024-king-charles-iii-lunar-year-of-the-dr
agon-999-9-1oz-gold-proof-coin
- and -
• "THE 2024 KING CHARLES AND THE DRAGON - This is the first time that the
design on commemorative gold sovereign coins has ever replaced St George
with the monarch, alongside the dragon...In this modern interpretation, rather
than vanquish the dragon, the King appears to have tamed it." - Or the other way
around, i.e. who's taming who? Let's keep watching and following!:
https://hattonsoflondon.com/shop/popular-themes/by-theme/royal/the-2024-king-
charles-and-the-dragon-gold-one-eighth-sovereign/

>🚮 "NATO 75 Years On… A War Machine Long Past Its Sell-By Date"
(Excerpts:) "NATO has been sold to the Western public and the rest of the world
as some kind of international security agency. The same deception has been
used by American militarism and all other Western imperialist adventures...Peace
means war, security means chaos and threats, and rules-based order means
domination and exploitation...Western imperialism has been a dominant world
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force for at least 500 years in line with the dominance of Western capitalism. The
lead hegemon has varied over time and the line of succession has engendered
countless wars and bouts of destruction. The last Western hegemon is the United
States, but its empire is collapsing along with its dysfunctional, debt-ridden
economy...defeat of Western imperialism is at an epochal endpoint. American-led
capitalism is bankrupt and irredeemable. That makes the NATO war machine a
very dangerous unstable 'multiplier' of American militarism. Will it risk a
desperate final world war or will the abominable Western system be overhauled
safely by the majority of people who abhor it?":
https://strategic-culture.su/news/2024/04/05/nato-75-years-war-machine-long-pa
st-its-sell-by-date/

>👀 "As a mad man who casteth firebrands, arrows, and death, so is the man
that deceiveth his neighbour, and saith, 'Am not I in sport?'" (Pro.26:18-19)
• "Israeli Politician Suggests Israel Will Use Nukes If America Stops
Supplying Weapons Aid" - Zionist supremacists threaten to resort to the
so-called “Samson options” should Israel’s arms supply from the U.S. be
threatened. - 4.23 and 2.03 min vids:
https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=64371
- and -
• "Ben Gvir: If war ends without Rafah assault, Netanyahu can’t remain PM":
https://www.timesofisrael.com/liveblog_entry/ben-gvir-if-war-ends-without-rafah-a
ssault-netanyahu-cant-remain-pm/

>😔 "Who are you waving to?" - Short vid, KURC.:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/413976124496830

>🔊 Slovakia’s election marks a significant realignment in European politics. As
voters endorse a shift away from the Western orientated EU/NATO alignment
toward Moscow.
"Slovakia’s Shift. Pellegrini’s Presidential Win Signals Stronger Russia Ties
– Presidential elections 2024 in Slovakia - Peter Pellegrini triumphs in
Slovak elections, signaling a new era of Russia-aligned leadership":
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https://visegradinsight.eu/slovakias-shift-pellegrinis-presidential-win-signals-stron
ger-russia-ties-quick-take/

>💉 The side effects of one drug signals the prescription for another.
Pharmakeia’s chain reaction! Money-making malefaction! Physicians full of
putrefaction! A tiny few seek benefaction. Be Spirit-led in your health actions!
• "Pfizer accused of ‘bringing discredit’ on pharmaceutical industry after
Covid social media posts" - And? Therefore? Will (in this life) Pfizer be
punished, made to fully pay, do time for their crimes?
(Excerpts:) "Pfizer has been accused by the UK’s pharmaceutical watchdog of
'bringing discredit' on the industry after senior executives used social media to
promote an 'unlicensed' Covid vaccine...misleadingly and illegally promot[ing]
their Covid vaccine...breached the regulatory code five times...making misleading
claims, failing to maintain high standards and promoting unlicensed medicines." -
To say the least! It's the curse that keeps on killing!:
https://www.yahoo.com/news/pfizer-accused-bringing-discredit-pharmaceutical-1
55512676.html?fr=sycsrp_catchall
- and -
• "Dr. Bossche: Here comes the 'massive, massive tsunami' of DEATH and
destruction from Operation Warp Speed"
(Excerpts:) "Bossche is speaking out now about those whose immune systems
have had time, over the past several years, to systematically degrade, which in
time will manifest in a very noticeable and widespread way. 'What I am predicting
is a massive, massive tsunami' of illness and death...more and more cases of
more serious 'long COVID' [Which, in reality, is vaccine injury-related
consequences for getting injected with the💉 bioweapon!]...(turbo)
cancers'....The cancers Bossche speaks about are those hyper-speed cases in
which people are being diagnosed and then dying at warp speed, just like the
name of the coronavirus (COVID-19) 'vaccine' program...called Operation Warp
Speed. What Bossche envisions is a total collapse of just about everything. 'From
that, a phoenix, of sorts [The Antichrist reign?], will rise from the ashes to replace
the old world with a new one'...The life-destroying effects of Operation Warp
Speed have only just begun.":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-04-07-bossche-massive-tsunami-of-death-op
eration-warp-speed.html
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>🙏 "The Government Wants to Play God. What Does That Mean for Our
Freedoms?"
(Excerpts:) "Humanity is being propelled at warp speed into a whole new frontier
when it comes to privacy, bodily autonomy, and what it means to be a human
being. As such, we haven’t even begun to wrap our heads around how
present-day legal debates over bodily autonomy, privacy, vaccine mandates, the
death penalty, and abortion play into future discussions about singularity, artificial
intelligence, cloning, and the privacy rights of the individual in the face of
increasingly invasive, intrusive and unavoidable government technologies...By
allowing the government to decide who or what is deserving of rights, it shifts the
entire discussion from one in which we are 'endowed by our Creator with certain
inalienable rights' (that of life, liberty property and the pursuit of happiness) to
one in which only those favored by the government get to enjoy such rights.":
https://off-guardian.org/2024/04/08/the-government-wants-to-play-god-what-does
-that-mean-for-our-freedoms/

>✝ "God's Lifeboat Is More Than Half Empty!"
(Excerpts:) "...that very same whistle blew as she left port, in jubilance and
celebration, just a few days later, it blew as a dire warning of impending doom.
Few heeded that warning then, and few heed God’s gracious and merciful call to
mankind today. The Lord isn’t willing that any should perish. God’s Lifeboat
awaits you, but few there will be that find it. Today is the day of salvation. It’s time
you got in the boat!":
https://www.wisconsinchristiannews.com/view.php?sid=9924

>🙌 Get sowing and mowing amidst all the groaning! Where there's a will,
there's a way, every second, minute, day! We'll not still down and whine! Let's
redeem the time! PTL! - KURC.
• "From techie to market gardener - 'Getting made redundant really pushed
me'":
https://www.stuff.co.nz/rural/350238219/techie-market-gardener-getting-made-re
dundant-really-pushed-me
- and -
• "New Plymouth ‘old school’ teenage lawn mowing contractor" - Includes
.38 sec vid:
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https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/350233686/new-plymouth-old-school-teenage-la
wn-mowing-contractor

P.S.😋 In closing, how about a let's-stay-healthy segment! Knowing how much
we like our chickpeas (cheap as chips protein; I make my own hummus, and
chickpea loaf), my husband found this chickpea tofu recipe! I'm gonna try it out
for sure! Watch the 7.16 min vid below for more ideas on how to prepare it!
Chickpea Tofu (makes 2-4 servings)
2 cups chickpea flour
3 cups water, divided
3/4 tsp garlic powder
3/4 tsp onion powder
1/2 tsp salt
Optional: liquid smoke, seasonings of your choice
Directions:
1. In a large bowl whisk together chickpea flour with 2 cups of water and
seasonings. Make sure there are little to no lumps.
2. Bring 1 cup of water to a boil in a large saucepan.
3. Once the water comes to a bowl, pour in the flour mixture, turn down to a
simmer and stir well for approx 5-7 minutes or until the flour mixture is very thick.
4. Pour into a glass baking dish and smooth over. Put in fridge to completely
cool.
5. Once cooled, cut chickpea tofu into squares or strips and bake in the oven or
airfryer (until crispy), or sauté (until brown on all sides). This tofu can be
marinated before cooking, or cooked plain, and served with sauce or dressing.
https://youtu.be/U-Y3Hse6bXA?si=O_gLwNi0hznoKKna
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